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History and Outlook for
US Timberland Investment
BY BROOKS MENDELL
Over the past 50
years, US industrial
timberland ownership shifted from
vertically integrated
firms that owned
sawmills and paper
plants to forest management specialists. The financing and
history of timberland investments
continues to teach us how different
timber-related investments—though
anchored to a common asset—provide
distinct investment opportunities

while creating new markets and services for traditional forest managers.

Cigars and timberland investing
The glamorous world of large-scale
timberland investing in the United
States evolved from mundane yet
structurally powerful legislative
changes. In 1960, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower signed a collection of
unrelated tax laws known as the Cigar
Excise Tax Extension of 1960. The second half of this 13-page bill comprised
the Real Estate Investment Trust Act of
1960. Real estate investment trusts, or
REITs (pronounced “reets”), are companies that own and manage income-
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Investing in good site preparation can add to timberland value.
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producing real estate of various types,
such as office buildings, warehouses,
and timberlands.
REITs address “double taxation,”
whereby a firm pays corporate income
taxes and shareholders also pay taxes
on the after-tax income distributed as
dividends. With REITs, shareholders
pay taxes on dividends received, but
firms do not pay taxes on the rental
income generated from their real
estate holdings. Though intended for
traditional commercial real estate like
office and apartment buildings, after
additional changes years later, it transformed timberland-owning companies
in the United States.
Meanwhile, the forest industry
began changing on its own.
The forest industry restructures
In 1969, 14 of the 15 largest US timberland owners were vertically integrated, mill-owning forest industry
firms; as of 2017, only two of the top
timberland owners from 1969 still hold
places on the list (Table 1). Years ago,
integrated forest industry firms dominated the industry; today, timberland
specialists (in the form of real estate
investment trusts) and asset managers
control the largest investment-grade
forests.
Part of this shift resulted from a
fundamental economic disconnect. In
1978, analyst Thomas Clephane issued
a report from investment bank
Goldman Sachs dissecting the timberland ownerships and values in the forest products industry. His analysis
indicated that the stock prices of most
of the largest public forest products
and paper companies were trading
below the value of their timberlands.
Clephane estimated that firms such as
Crown Zellerbach, Weyerhaeuser,
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 2)
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Table 1. Top 15 Industrial Timberland Owners & Managers, 1969 versus 2017
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International Paper, and Potlatch
owned timberlands valued at two to
three times the value of their stock
prices.
This difference in value between the
timberlands and the shares of certain
firms provided investment opportunities for shareholders and the firms
themselves. The forest industry began
selling timberlands prior to the recession of 1981 and 1982, and the opportunity to generate cash from these
assets balanced broader forest industry struggles. Firms were closing mills,

Note: Does not include large 2017 transactions announced by Potlatch and Green Diamond.

SOURCES: Forisk Consulting, “North American Timberland Owner & Manager List, 2016,” available at http://forisk.com/product/forisktimberland-owner-list; and Gordon A. Enk, “A Description and Analysis of Strategic and Land-Use Decision Making by Large Corporations
in the Forest products Industry,” phD dissertation, Yale University, 1975.

laying off workers, and writing off hundreds of millions of dollars. The sale of
timberlands accelerated.
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Timberland investments go
institutional
Timberland sellers found interest
from institutions looking to diversify
their pension plans. The Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of
1974 (ERISA) triggered a change in
how pension funds invested. Congress
designed ERISA to regulate private
pension plans, requiring them to
diversify beyond bonds and stocks.
Timberlands, with their regular cash
flows and inflation-hedging characteristics, became a viable alternative.
Timberland investment management organizations (TIMOs) stepped in
to support institutions with these timberland transactions. TIMOs provide
management services; they do not own
timberland themselves. Institutions
placed funds with the TIMOs as their
intermediaries, and the TIMOs would
acquire and manage timberland investments on their behalf.
Over the past 30 years, TIMOs have
grown in number and size. As of
February 2017, approximately 20
TIMOs managed nearly 25 million acres
in the United States on behalf of institutional investors. Table 2 lists the top six
that manage nearly 2 million acres or
more each, for a total of 16.2 million
acres.
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Timberland acres (millions)

Timber REITs
ever, these acres are only part of a
Table 2. Largest TIMOs by US Acres Under
Management, 2017
are born
broader, actively managed space that
includes millions of small- and midWhile institutional
sized private landowners.
timberland investing
The merger reminds us of the limitcame of age in the
ed growth options for REITs and
1980s, timber REITs
TIMOs. Few opportunities remain to
arrived in 1999, beginacquire timberlands from integrated
ning with the converforest industry firms. Increasingly,
sion of Plum Creek
SOURCE: FORISK 2017
TIMOs and REITs are buying and sellfrom a master limited
ing timberlands from and to each
partnership to a REIT. Between 1999
Weyerhaeuser still accounts for a
other. Figure 2 summarizes the conand 2006, four publicly traded forest
small portion of private US timbercentration and conversion among the
products firms converted more than
lands and only a fraction of the entire
15 largest timberland owners and
12 million acres of industrial timber“investable universe” of industrial and
managers over the past five decades.
lands into these corporate structures.
institutional quality assets in the counIn addition to Plum Creek, the new
try (Figure 1). Clearly, 13 million acres
What does the future hold
REITs included Rayonier, Potlatch, and
for timberland and forest
represents a meaningful share of the
briefly, Longview Fibre.
management in the west?
industrial timberland universe. HowIn 2008, the Journal
The critical events driving change
of Forestry published the
Net Area
in industrial timberland ownership
Without Mills
first peer-reviewed
relate to new legislation, tax policy,
87.2 million
research evaluating timand mergers. ERISA’s passage in 1974
Net Smaller
ber REIT performance
Owners: 143.2
spurred demand for timberland by
million
(“Investor Responses to
institutional investors. Plum Creek’s
Timberlands Structured
Private
reorganization from a master limited
Timberland:
as Real Estate Invest360.2 million
partnership to a REIT in 1999 demonment Trusts [REITs]”).
strated how other firms could become
US Timberland:
The study analyzed
521.2 million
IRS-qualifying, timberland-owning
stock market responses
REITs. And Weyerhaeuser’s REIT-conto announcements by
US Forestland:
version provided the path for its merg766.2 million acres
forest industry firms of
er with Plum Creek.
their decisions to
Fortunately, the presence of TIMOs
Total US Land Area: 2,261.0 million acres
restructure from tradiand REITs has not diminished the
tional corporations to
demand for intensive and responsible
DATA SOURCES: FORISK 2015 TIMBERLAND OWNER LIST;
more tax efficient REITs.
forest management. In 2017, Forisk
BUTLER 2008 (US FOREST SERVICE)
The analysis concluded
surveyed the silvicultural practices of
Figure 1. Investable Universe for US Timberlands.
that investors prefer
Note: Forisk screened out 75% of the private timberlands in the
15 industrial and institutional timberholding industrial tim- Intermountain and Pacific Southwest Regions, and 50% in the
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
North Central Region because of low mill densities.
berlands in a REIT
structure, reinforcing
45
the importance of tax policy on investor
preferences.
40
Weyerhaeuser made the REIT conversion in 2010, becoming the fifth
35
firm to convert. Finally, in December
Conservation
30
2013, CatchMark Timber Trust, formerly the private REIT known as Wells
Public REIT
25
Timber, became the sixth timber REIT
TIMO
20
to trade publicly.
In February 2016, the completion
Other Industry
15
of the merger of Plum Creek and
Weyerhaeuser, the two largest timber
Forest Industry
10
REITs, reshaped the sector once more.
5
The new firm held more than 13 million acres across 20 states (and
0
Uruguay) and three dozen forest prod1969
1979
1994
2002
2012
2016
ucts manufacturing facilities. However,
SOURCE: SOURCE: MENDELL, B.C. 2016. FROM CIGAR TAX TO TIMBERLAND TRUSTS: A SHORT HISTORY OF
the merger requires historical and spaTIMBER REITS AND TIMOS, FOREST HISTORY TODAY, SPRING/FALL 2016: 32-36.
tial context.
Figure 2. Top 15 US Industrial Timberland Owners by Type, 1969-2016.
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land owners and managers for 4.3
million acres of privately owned
forests in Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
and Washington.
Firms actively employed silvicultural practices to improve growth and
yields on lands, though activities varied between markets east and west of
the Cascades. Chemical herbaceous
weed control was most prevalent in
western Oregon (75% of planted
acres) while it was used on less than
half of planted acres in the other
regions. Only 40% of respondents
applied fertilization. Pre-commercial
thinning was reported by 93% of
firms, while commercial thinning was
less common. Average final harvest
age was between 50 and 52 years west

of the Cascades and 72 years to the
east.
What can investors expect from
timberlands in the future? If US timberlands are historically expensive, it
reminds us that investing relies on
relative performance. US 30-year government bonds, a “riskless” alternative, yield 2.9%. Low interest rates, in
part, reflect a low demand for money
and higher demand for savings and
investment. Timberland, like bonds,
provides a way to preserve wealth and
store value. As real, long-term assets,
they continue to provide a safe-haven
and portfolio diversifier for a range of
investors. And these investors rely on
experienced professionals—whether
forestry consultants or TIMOs or

Connecting Forest Landowners with
Seedlings, Services and Contractors
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agencies—able to provide responsible
forest management and attentive
relationships with timber markets.
This interest in active forest management bodes well for the commitment from landowners, whether
integrated firms or institutional
investors or REITs, to forest productivity and sustainability. However,
the world of institutional and corporate timberland investing referenced
in newspaper headlines requires
context; it accounts for a small portion of US forests. And while changing title to a forest is easy, changing
the structure and landscape of a forest takes time. ◆
Brooks Mendell is president and CEO of
Forisk Consulting (www.forisk.com).
He is the author of “From Cigar Tax to
Timberland Trusts: A Short History of
Timber REITs and TIMOs” (Forest
History Society, 2016), from which
portions of this article are drawn.
Brooks can be reached at bmendell@
forisk.com.

Timberland Investments Today and Tomorrow

T

BY KEVIN BATES

imberland as an
asset class is still
relatively young. In
1987, the National
Council of Real
Estate Investment
Fiduciaries (NCREIF)
first published the
Timberland Property Index (TPI),
which represents the most widely used
benchmark for this asset class. The
wholesale divestiture of timberland by
integrated forest product companies
in the 1980s and ’90s, brought on in
part by changes in tax law, allowed an
opportunity for institutional investors
to place capital in this asset. Now,
nearly 30 years after the launch of the
TPI, we can look back at the effect of
these changes in the ownership of timberlands and where timberland as an
asset class appears to be headed.
The most common timberland
investors are pension funds, endowments, and other investors in need of
long-term inflation-protected cash
flow. Some of the factors that make
timberland investment attractive for
institutional investors include:
• Trees continue to grow during
recessions—trees don’t read the Wall
Street Journal!
• Timberland returns are correlated
with inflation, offering a great diversification in a large portfolio; returns are
not correlated with most other investments.
• Planned harvests deferred during
weak markets continue to grow in volume and value during the deferral
period, but the rate of growth continues to decrease as you pass the optimal rotation age.
Timberland return expectations are
primarily driven by two factors: biological growth and inflation. Typically,
annually, biological growth ranges
between 3-5% for US timberland and
inflation averages 2-3%, which results
in a return expectation of between 58% for the asset class. This is a reasonable expectation absent real log price
appreciation or the realization of land
values over the timberland value. The

levers available to the manager
to improve returns beyond this
point are limited.
Like most investments, timberland was severely affected by
the Global Financial Crisis of
2008 (GFC). The GFC led to a
dramatic decline in housing
starts, which in turn decreased
lumber production and log
prices. Since the GFC, log prices
have failed to recover in most
regions of the US as housing
starts have remained well below
projections. This has led to poor
income performance for many
timberland investments and
disappointed investors. We
believe some of this disappointment represents a misunderstanding of the risks and
rewards of timberland investments. The aforementioned
positive attributes of timberland
PHOTO COURTESY OF OLYMPIC RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
as an investment have remained
Long leaders indicate fast growth and a
largely intact, and the lessons
thriving timber stand.
learned from the GFC will ultimately lead to more informed
domestic housing boom and the growinvestors and better management of
ing acceptance of timberland as an
timberland investments in the future.
investment. This strong performance
In portions of the US South, timber
led to aggressive timberland valuation
harvest has been deferred for 10 years
assumptions that in many cases
or more resulting in a large overhang
included real log price appreciation
of timber volume. This excess inventointo perpetuity and strong land apprery of mature timber creates a headciation driven by projected demand
wind for log price recovery in this
for recreational and development lot
region. Manufacturers have reacted to
sales. In addition, many investments
excess timber inventory by making
were capitalized with high levels of
investments in the region to increase
debt, which forced investors to harvest
mill capacity. Additionally, a timber
volume despite weak log markets to
stand’s biological growth rate slows
service that debt. US South investors
once that timber has passed its optiare currently experiencing the oppomal harvest age. Over time, this
site, but no less painful problem, with
reduces the benefit of the harvest
excessive deferred harvest volume
deferral. This situation has likely
keeping a lid on log price appreciation.
resulted in a better understanding on
Since 2009, housing starts have not
the part of investors of the limits of
recovered to historic averages, and in
harvest volume deferral as a tool for
most cases, land price appreciation
creating value in a timberland investhas failed to meet expectations.
ment and a more sophisticated underOpportunities are available for a
standing of the risks associated with
diligent manager to add additional
investments in timberland.
value to their timberland investments
Recent disappointing investment
through recognizing and monetizing
returns can be traced back to decisions
land values, smart application of silvithat were made prior to the GFC when
cultural investments, and modulating
timberland investment performance
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 14)
was buoyed by the twin effects of a
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Timberlands Regulation Under the
@realDonaldTrump Administration

T

BY KIRK B. MAAG

hose who closely
watch the
current White House
pay particular
attention to one
Twitter handle:
@realDonaldTrump.
President Trump is
not the first US president to use
Twitter to communicate to the country. But I think it’s safe to say President
Trump has more frequently used
Twitter to announce changes in policy
than any other US president. When
combined with the 24-hour news cycle
and the rapid dissemination of information via social media, President
Trump’s proclivity to announce shifts
in policy via Twitter means presidential policy seems more fluid than any
time in recent memory. This complicates the task of defining the current
administration’s overarching timberlands policy priorities.
Many expected the Trump administration to break sharply with the
Obama administration’s policies
regarding the regulation of natural
resources and use of federal lands. But
to date, change has been slow.

Legislative efforts
President Trump pushed a narrow
legislative agenda in 2017, focusing on
hot-button issues that sucked up all
the oxygen in Washington, DC. That
agenda didn’t include major natural
resource policy priorities. Instead, the
2017 legislative agenda was dominated
by healthcare reform (not yet enacted),
tax reform (not yet enacted), immigra-

tion reform (not yet enacted), and the
confirmation of Justice Neil Gorsuch
to the United States Supreme Court.
Absent passage of a significant healthcare, tax, or immigration reform bill
before the end of 2017, Justice
Gorsuch’s confirmation is likely
President Trump’s signature legislative
accomplishment of his first year in
office.
Despite the lack of significant legislative accomplishments, one possible bright spot and opportunity for
bipartisan action relates to federal
wildland firefighting funding. Under
current law, when the US Forest
Service exceeds its firefighting budget,
it must “borrow” money from other
areas of its budget. Those borrowed
funds would otherwise be used for
activities like preparing timber sales
and other management strategies that
would help minimize future fire risks.
Western legislators widely support
reform to this system, including
through the creation and funding of a
disaster account that could be used to
pay firefighting costs that exceed a
baseline average based on firefighting
expenses in previous years. Whether
this reform effort will succeed likely
depends on how many other “reform”
proposals, which do not enjoy the
same level of broad support, are
attached to fire-funding reform.

Regulatory efforts
President Trump’s primary focus on
the regulatory front—at least with
respect to policies and regulations that
affect natural resource industries—has
been a rollback of Obama-era policies
and regulations. Two of the higher-
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profile rollback efforts have a connection to timberlands.
First, the Trump administration
released a proposed rule to rescind a
controversial Obama administration
rule from 2015 that modified the definition of “waters of the United States”
(or WOTUS) under the Clean Water
Act. Some of the opponents of the
2015 rule, including many within the
forest products industry, argued that
the rule unlawfully expanded the definition to encompass areas not intended by Congress. One of the concerns
within the forest products industry
was that the 2015 rule would have significantly restricted the use of aerial
pesticide application and other timberland management activities. The
Trump administration will initiate a
new rulemaking process, with the goal
of drafting a narrower definition of
waters of the United States.
Second, President Trump issued an
Executive Order that directed the
United States Department of the
Interior to review all National
Monument designations of more than
100,000 acres since 1996. Many Trump
supporters have been highly critical of
some of the expansive designations by
the Clinton and Obama administrations. In response to the Executive
Order, Interior reviewed 27 designations, and in a report that was leaked
to the Washington Post, recommended
that President Trump reduce the size
of a “handful” of existing monuments.
Public Lands News stated that
Interior’s recommendation “touched
off one of the largest public lands battles ever.”
The monuments identified for a
reduction in size include Bear Ears
(Utah), Grand Staircase Escalante
(Utah), and Cascade-Siskiyou
(Oregon). The connection between
National Monument designations and
timberlands policy is best illustrated
by the controversial expansion of the
Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument
by President Obama in January 2017.
Opponents of the designation contend
the designation will unlawfully limit
timber harvests from the designated
area and could lead to greater fire risks
due to more passive management of
the area. The expanded designation
prompted two separate lawsuits: one
by the American Forest Resource

Council, and one by a group of 17
Oregon counties. In contrast, Oregon’s
Attorney General has threatened to
sue the United States if the Trump
administration attempts to reduce the
size of the expanded monument.

Environmental group opposition
Perhaps one of the most significant
consequences of President Trump’s
election was the outpouring of donations to environmental groups, including many groups who devote significant resources to litigation. Environmental groups appealed to the public
perception that President Trump
would aggressively roll-back environmental protection regulations. For
example, the Natural Resources
Defense Council (NRDC) stated: “It’s
time to turn shock and outrage into
action.” NRDC explained that it was
“gearing up to fight the Trump administration’s disastrous environmental
agenda at every turn—in the courtroom, in Washington, and on the global stage.” The result: a significant
uptick in contributions to environmental groups. One group boasted a
700 percent increase in donations,
while another boasted an increase of
160 percent.
It’s too early to know exactly how
groups will use their new war chests,
but two areas where funds are likely
to be spent are litigation and voluntary conservation agreements. Most
federal environmental laws include
“citizen suit” provisions that allow
private parties to bring a lawsuit to
force defendants to comply with the
laws. Increased donations to environmental groups are likely to increase
these types of lawsuits and have the
potential to block timber harvests
based on alleged Clean Water Act violations or harm to species listed
under the Endangered Species Act.
For environmental groups focused
more on conservation than litigation,
increased budgets may allow these
groups to expand their focus on using
voluntary conservation agreements to
accomplish their goals. This may present an opportunity for timberland
owners to monetize value from lands
that are not core to timber production.
“Blue State” opposition
Private environmental groups aren’t

the only entities vowing to fight rollbacks of environmental protections regulations. Various strategies in “blue
states”—particularly blue states on the
coasts—are being pursued to prevent
any weakening of environmental protection standards within their states.
This is complicated by the fact that
many states simply incorporate federal
environmental protection standards
into state law. As a result, changes to
federal environmental regulations could
result in corresponding changes in state
environmental laws. A bill was introduced in the Oregon legislature that
would have prevented the rollback of
state environmental laws below the federal baseline, as it existed at the end of
the Obama administration. That legislative effort failed, but it may reemerge in
Oregon and other blue states.
In addition to blue state legislative
efforts, blue state attorneys general
have threatened, and in some cases
filed, lawsuits to prevent the rollback
of federal environmental regulations
and to enforce existing environmental
laws through citizen suits. Many
believe blue state regulatory agencies
will likely (if they haven’t already)
increase inspection and enforcement
efforts based on the perception that
the US Environmental Protection
Agency will decrease its inspection
and enforcement efforts—whether
because of personnel changes, budget
reductions, or both.

Takeaways
Nearing the end of President
Trump’s first year in office, many
unknowns remain regarding his
administration’s priorities related to
timberlands and how those priorities
rank in comparison to other priorities
like healthcare, tax, and immigration
reform. Yet it was clear in 2017 that
timberlands issues did not make it to
the top of the list. Instead, it seems the
focus of timberland “regulation” is
shifting from DC to federal courts and
to the states. This creates the potential
for greater state-by-state or regional
differences in environmental regulation and enforcement. Increased
donations to conservation groups also
creates a potential opportunity for
timberland owners to explore conservation transactions as a way to monetize non-market resources that exist
on their lands.
And for the latest on timberlands
regulation under the Trump administration, sign up for Twitter and get the
word straight from the source:
@realDonaldTrump. ◆
Kirk B. Maag is a partner for Stoel
Rives LLP, focusing on natural
resources and environmental law.
He can be reached at 503-294-9546
or kirk.maag@stoel.com.
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Pacific Northwest Forest
Ownership and Composition

O

BY MARIN PALMER

regon and
Washington are
both densely forested states, each with
about half of their
land area in forestland. Oregon has 30
million and Washington has 22 million acres of forestland. Conifers dominate our forestlands, with Douglas-fir dominated
stands making up over 35 percent of
each state’s forests, mainly on the
west of the Cascade mountain crest.
Fir/spruce/mountain hemlock forest
types are prevalent in the high
Cascades; hemlock/Sitka spruce is a
component along the coast; and pon-

derosa pine covers much of the eastside, especially in Oregon.
The US Forest Service, Forest
Inventory and Analysis (FIA) program
conducts annual inventories of all
forested lands across the United States
and US territories. FIA is known as the
nation’s forest census, and is part of
Forest Service Research and Development. It began as the Forest Survey in
1928 with an objective of conducting
unbiased assessments of the nation’s
forested lands, and the first inventory
of Oregon and Washington was completed in the 1930s.

The current program follows a
national standard, with core data
items collected on all forested lands
in the United States. Data are collected on an annual basis except for the
US-affiliated Pacific and Caribbean
islands where logistics dictate a periodic inventory. In western states, a
statistically valid sample is measured
each year with the full set of field
plots covered over the course of 10
years, in contrast to the 7-year cycle
in the east. More information about
the FIA program can be found at our
national (www.fia.fs.fed.us/) or
regional (www.fs.fed.us/pnw/rma/)
websites. Also, see the Nov./Dec. 2013
issue of the Western Forester: FIA in
the PNW (http://bit.ly/2zpoUTR). All
estimates presented here are based
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Figure 1. Forestland ownership distribution in Western Oregon and
Washington versus Eastern Oregon and Washington, 2016.

on the most recent full inventory
cycle from 2007-2016.
Forest ownership trends are of
interest because different owners or
managers often have markedly different management goals. Most of the
timber harvest in Oregon and
Washington over the past 25 years
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occurred on private lands. Public lands
tend to be managed with a variety of
conservation and ecosystem services
goals in mind (clean air and water,
recreation, carbon sequestration, forage, timber, and non-timber forest
products). Distribution of forestlands
among broad owner groups (federal,
state and local government, corporate
private, and noncorporate private) has
changed little since the start of FIA’s
annual inventory in 2000.
Public forestlands are a substantial
percentage of both Oregon’s (64 percent) and Washington’s (57 percent)
land stewardship base. In Oregon, the
largest public land stewards are the
Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Forest Service (47 percent) and
Department of the Interior (USDI)
Bureau of Land Management (12 percent). Washington forestlands also
have a large portion managed by the
USDA Forest Service (37 percent), but
the Washington State Department of
Natural Resources also manages close
to 2.5 million forested acres (11 percent) in the state, and another 5 percent of forestland is managed by the
USDI National Park Service.
Public and private ownership trends
are very similar between the two Pacific
Northwest states. Ownership patterns
differ between east and westsides of the
states, bisected by the Cascade
Mountain crest (Figure 1). The abundant moisture from the Pacific coast to
the Cascade crest creates highly productive growing conditions on the

Alaska Forest Ownership

Forest Inventory
and Analysis (FIA)
surveys Alaskan
forests in the 37.8million-acre coastal
region that stretches
1,170 miles from
Kodiak Island in the
southwest to the
Canadian border in
the southeast. Over
15 million acres (40
percent) of coastal
Alaska is forested.
The majority (88 percent) of these forests
are publicly adminisPHOTO COURTESY OF SARAH ELLISON, PNW-FIA PROGRAM
tered, with almost 11
million acres of forestland in two national forests. Although only 11 percent of
coastal Alaska forests are privately owned, these stands make up 24 percent of the
productive, unreserved timberland in the region. Alaska’s private forests are mostly
owned by corporate entities (1,541,000 acres), with a small amount retained by
noncorporate owners, such as individuals or Native tribes (221,000 acres).
Alaska’s national forests are unique in both their size and composition. The
Tongass National Forest in southeast Alaska includes around 10 million acres of
forest and is the largest national forest in the United States. The highest-volume
forest types on the Tongass are western hemlock, Alaska yellow-cedar, and mountain hemlock. The Chugach National Forest in south-central Alaska is roughly the
size of New Hampshire and spans both the coastal rainforest and Alaska Range
transition ecological provinces. Mountain hemlock types cover 70 percent of the
Chugach, but small amounts of boreal black spruce and paper birch forest types
also fall within the Chugach National Forest boundaries.
The PNW-FIA program has begun a periodic inventory of Interior Alaska in collaboration with the State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources, Division of
Forestry, and NASA. This new project will inventory the remaining 15 percent of US
forested land not yet covered in the FIA sample. The Interior Alaska effort will
install about 4,500 new FIA plots on the ground over 12-15 years and supplement
this data utilizing cutting edge remote sensing techniques (NASA’s G-LiHT system)
before moving into the re-measurement phase. More information about the Interior
Alaska FIA project can be found on the PNW-RMA website:
www.fs.fed.us/pnw/rma/main-topics/interior-Alaska/index.php. ◆
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westside of both states. Private corporate owners hold a larger share of westside forests, while over half of eastside
forests are managed by the USDA
Forest Service.
Publicly held lands in Oregon and
Washington have remained fairly
constant over time, although small
parcels do swap in and out of public
holdings. State forests in Oregon have
undergone the most recent changes.
The Gilchrist State Forest was purchased from private timberlands in
2010 and expanded as planned in
2015 by an adjacent donation from
the Conservation Fund. The Elliott
State Forest will remain in state management for now despite proposals
for its sale in 2016 and early 2017.
Forest species composition differs
between public and private forestlands
in the region owing to a combination
of ecological factors and management
or disturbance histories. In both states,
acreage of Douglas-fir forest types is
well distributed among owner groups.

HOPKINS
FORESTRY
Forest Managers performing herbicide
application, young stand management,
harvest management, contract compliance,
inventories, and forestry/natural
resources education

FORESTR

4ESTMG

R

Dick & Paula Hopkins

360-492-5441
hopkinsforestry@yahoo.com

Figure 2. Net volume of growing-stock trees (Scribner rule) for highest
volume forest type groups in Washington and Oregon, 2016.

Fir/spruce/mountain hemlock forest
sured field plot data are now available
types are common at higher elevations
from the annual Pacific Northwest
along the Cascade crest and fall primaFIA inventory, and these data can be
rily on National Forestlands. A larger
used to provide detailed estimates of
share of alder/maple forests occur on
forest growth, removals, and mortalilower-lying private lands (Figure 2).
ty. While average annual growth is
Public lands in Washington and
similar between ownership categories
Oregon hold 81 and 75
percent of the states’
Table 1. Average net boardfoot volume per acre
(Scribner rule) of sawtimber trees on timberland,
standing board foot
Oregon and Washington, 2016.
volume, respectively,
which is a higher per
Ownership Group
Oregon
Washington
acre share than on priBoard feet per acre, Scribner rule
vate lands. This transUSDA
Forest
Service
19,682
22,194
lates to older, more
Other
federal
30,201
26,788
densely stocked stands
with around twice the
State and local government
22,119
20,991
volume per acre on
Private including tribal
9,252
10,744
public lands than priAll forest owners
16,653
16,103
vate lands (Table 1).
Total
for
all
forest
owners
is
the
average
volume
over
all
forested acres.
Six years of remea-

We provide practical solutions for wildlife
and other natural resource management.
Our goal is to provide you with the highest
level of service and the most effective
solution to any natural resource concern.

Certifiably Proud
of the Washington
Tree Farm Program

www.greencrow.com
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WE SPECIALIZE IN:
• Developing wildlife programs for
forest certification including SFI
and American Tree Farm System
• Wildlife Surveys
• GIS Services

www.cafferataconsulting.com
fran@cafferataconsulting.com • 503-680-7939

on the east- and westside of both
states, there are clear differences in
how much volume is lost to mortality
or removals (harvest) (Figure 3). Net
change is positive, meaning that total
live tree volume per acre is increasing, for all categories except public
lands in eastern Washington where
mortality exceeded growth. The net
growth to removals ratio is much
higher on public than on private
lands, except for public lands in eastern Washington. Interpreting the
cause of high mortality in eastern
Washington for this period would
need deeper analysis, but it is likely
that the large acreages burned by
wildfires in this region during 2014
and 2015 contributed heavily to these
mortality numbers.
Examining recent trends in forestland area and composition between
ownership groups leads to the question of how these trends have

Providing information about trees and forests

Tom Hanson
Tom.Hanson@ArborInfo.com

206 300 9711
www.arborinfo.com

Restore our
federal forests

to restore our
rural communities

changed since regional land use and
Marin Palmer is a forest inventory
forest management plans were instianalyst with the USDA Forest Service
tuted over the past 30 years. Historic
Forest Inventory and Analysis Program
forestland ownership trends are diffiin Portland, Ore. She can be reached at
cult to compare to the present
503-808-2025 or mmpalmer@fs.fed.us.
because periodic
FIA inventories
used different
forestland definitions and focused
mainly on commercial timberland.
While some forestland has been lost
to development or
agriculture in each
state, the total
amount of forestland and its distribution among public and private owners has stayed fairly
steady since the
original forest
inventory carried
out in the 1930s.
FIA’s annual inventory system, which
includes standard
measurements
taken consistently
throughout the
United States, will
provide an
Figure 3. Average annual volume of growth, removals,
improved method
and mortality on forestland in Oregon and Washington
for 2001-2006 plots remeasured 2011-2016. Net
for comparisons
change, shown as a dot, equals gross growth minus
into the future. ◆
removals and mortality.

A

TTERBURY CONSULTANTS, INC.
“Professional State-of-the-Art Forestry“

www.atterbury.com • 503-646-5393
Appraisals & Consulting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cruising & Inventory

Harvest Level Projections
Due Diligence
Timberland Sales
Loan Analysis & Monitoring
Wood Supply Studies
Software Support

• Foresters are Highly Trained with Current
Technology
• Tract, Stand, & Log Volume, Stocking, &
Statistics Analysis
• Reforestation
• Database Development

GIS Mapping & Analyses
• Mill, Public, & Large Landowner Locations
• Custom Maps & GIS Data
• Overlay process, View & Watershed Analysis
• 3D Mapping

Join us @
HealthyForests.Org

Beaverton, Oregon

Seminars & Training
•
•
•
•
•

Continuing Education Credit
ArcPad in 1 day
Professional Timber Cruising
SuperACE
Individual or Group Training Available

Software & Products
• Timber Cruising–SuperACE & Pocket SuperEASY
• ESRI & MapSmart
• Forestry Tools, Rangefinders, BAF Devices, Data Collectors & GPS Units
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2018 PNW SAF Forestry Leadership Conference
February 23-24, 2018 – Black Lake Camp, 6521 Fairview Rd SW, Olympia, WA 98512
The goals of the 2018 Leadership Conference are to educate SAF members on leadership by examining types, styles, and examples of leadership,
and to provide skills for career and personal success. Both SAF members and non-SAF member are encouraged to attend.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TOPICS THAT WILL BE ADDRESSED
How SAF membership and involvement integrates into successful
leadership
Negotiating: Reaching agreement
Communication: Reaching people effectively
Effective use of social media: Connect with your target audience
Leadership, Career Advancement and SAF
Foresters’ Fund:What it is, application process, and strategy for success
Marketing: Product, Placement, Price, Promotion and Innovation/
Disruption; what is the job SAF is hired for?
Intertribal Timber Council, interaction with SAF, and Anchor Forests
Diversity in an organization: Why is it important? What does it mean?
Discussion about SAF’s diversity statement
Tribal Cultural Resources
DRAFT SCHEDULE – SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Thursday, Feb. 22: Travel and Social at Matchless Brewing
Friday, Feb. 23: Program from 8:00 a.m. -7:00 p.m. (3 meals)
Saturday, Feb. 24: Program and executive committee meetings from
approximately 8:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m. (2 meals)

PHOTO REQUEST
A leadership conference directory is being created; please email a
photo of yourself to Melinda Olson at melinda@forestry.org.

LODGING OPTIONS
• Black Lake Camp, 6521 Fairview Rd SW, Olympia, WA 98512,
www.blbcolympia.com/. Accommodations at Black Lake Camp are
rustic (bring your own sleeping bag and/or bedding) with shared
cabins. We encourage overnight accommodations at Black Lake
to avoid meeting room charges. To make a reservation, select either
Option A or B of the Lodging and Meal section on the registration
form.
• La Quinta Inn, 4600 Capitol Blvd SE, Tumwater, WA 98501,
360-352-5433, www.lq.com. For those wishing plusher
accommodations, the La Quinta Inn is about a 15-minute drive to
Black Lake Camp. Make your reservation directly with La Quinta.
REGISTRATION FEES
The professional conference registration fee is $110/person and the
student registration fee is $50/student (add $25 after February 12).Two
lodging and meal options are available: Option A is $115/person and
includes lodging for Thursday and Friday nights at Black Lake Camp
and five meals; Option B is $86/person and includes lodging on Friday
night at Black Lake Camp and three meals. If you do not need lodging
at Black Lake Camp, please indicate this on the registration form and
select any meals you would like to purchase ($10/meal).

QUESTIONS?
• Program: Paul Wagner, pwagner@atterbury.com
• Registration: Melinda Olson, 503-224-8046, melinda@forestry.org

SAF CFE HOURS
SAF CFE Credits will be available onsite.

REGISTRATION FORM – 2018 SAF PNW Leadership Conference
February 23-24, 2018 – Black Lake Camp, Olympia, WA
Name

SAF Chapter

Address

City/State/ZIP

Email

Day Phone

List any special dietary needs
DESCRIPTION

RATES

# OF REGISTRANTS

Conference Registration

SUB TOTAL

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Check (enclosed)

Professional Conference Registration

$110/person

x

Student Conference Registration

$50/student

x

Credit Card (Visa/MasterCard)

Name on Card
Card Number

Lodging and Meal Options
Option A: 2 Nights & 5 meals at Camp

$115/person

x

Option B: 1 Night & 3 meals at Camp

$86/person

x

Expiration Date

Sec. Code

Make checks payable to: Washington State SAF

I do not need lodging at Black Lake Camp (indicate any meal choices below)
$10/meal

Individual Meals
Fri. Breakfast

Fri. Lunch

Fri. Dinner

x

Sat. Breakfast

Additional Fees
Day use parking (if not lodging at camp)
Late Fee (after February 12)

$5/day
$25/person

x
x

If paying by credit card to cover fees

$7/person

x

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE
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meals
Sat. Lunch
day(s)

Please return completed registration form and
check made payable to Washington State SAF to:
PNW Leadership Conference, SAF Northwest Office
4033 SW Canyon Rd., Portland, OR 97221
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Contact Melinda at 503-224-8046 or
melinda@forestry.org with questions.

Calendar of Events
Washington Forest Products
Legislative Reception, Jan. 18,
Hands On Children’s Museum, Olympia.
Contact: Karen Temen, karen.temen@
weyerhaeuser.com.
Western Region COFE Seminar,
Jan. 18, Eugene, OR. Contact: WFCA.
Basic Road Design Workshop,
Jan. 23-26, Corvallis, OR. Contact: FEI.
Mapping the Course: Timberlands,
Forest Products Processing and
Fiber Issues for 2018, Jan. 24-25,
Vancouver, WA. Contact: WFCA.
Mechanized Harvest Workshop,
Jan. 30-31, Corvallis, OR. Contact: FEI.

Changing Dynamics of the AsiaPacific Wood Trade, April 3-4, World
Forestry Center, Portland, OR. Contact:
www.worldforestry.org/events.
OSAF Annual Meeting, April 18-20,
Central Oregon Community College,
Bend, OR. Contact: Ron Boldenow,
rboldenow@cocc.edu.
WSSAF Annual Meeting, May 2-4,
Longview, WA. Contact: Ellie Lathrop,
eslathrop@comcast.net.
2018 SAF National Convention,
October 3-7, Portland, OR. Contact:
www.eforester.org/safconvention_18.

Contact Information

FEI: Forest Engineering Incorporated,
3895 NW Lincoln Ave., Corvallis, OR
97330, 541-754-7558, office@forestengineer.com, www.forestengineer.com.
WFCA: Western Forestry and
Conservation Association, 4033 SW
Canyon Rd., Portland, OR 97221, 503226-4562, richard@westernforestry.org,
www.westernforestry.org.
Send calendar items to the editor at
rasor@safnwo.org.

17th Annual Foresters Forum,
Feb. 7–9, Coeur d’Alene, ID. Contact:
info@forestersforum.com, www.forestersforum.com.
Joint Annual Meeting of the
Oregon Chapter and Washington
Chapter of The Wildlife Society,
Feb. 13-16, Red Lion Hotel Jantzen Beach,
Portland, OR. Contact: http://bit.ly/2zO0C35.
Cable Logging Workshop, Feb. 20-23,
Corvallis, OR. Contact: FEI.
SAF PNW Forestry Leadership
Conference, Feb. 23-24, Black Lake
Camp, Tumwater, WA. Contact: Paul
Wagner, pwagner@atterbury.com,
http://bit.ly/2hXK94u.
Unit Planning and Layout, Feb. 26Mar.1, Corvallis, OR. Contact: FEI.
Forest Health 2018, Feb. 28–Mar. 1,
OSU Alumni Center, Corvallis, OR.
Contact: http://bit.ly/2A9T11i.
International Mass Timber
Conference, March 20–22, Oregon
Convention Center, Portland, OR. Contact:
www.masstimberconference.com.
Variable Probability Sampling
Workshop, March 26-30, Oregon State
University, Corvallis. Contact: 541-7379300, conferences@oregonstate.edu,
http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/variableprobability.
Coping with Change Through
Innovation: New Approaches,
Tools, and Collaborations,
March 27-30, Olympia, WA. Contact:
www.northwestscience.org.

Seedling Nursery Since 1974
We bring experience with owners that care about their product and customers.
Approximately 10 million seedlings in annual production
1 container site (plugs), 2 bareroot/transplant sites (p+1, 1+1)
Contract growing and spec seedlings for forestry and Christmas tree production

LET US GROW YOUR SEEDLINGS
David Gerdes

Mike Gerdes

inquiries@silvaseed.com

SILVASEED COMPANY

FORESTERS • NURSERYMAN • SEEDSMAN
P.O. Box 118 • Roy, WA 98580 • (253) 843-2246

“Serving Many of the Reforestation Needs of the World From This Location Since 1889”
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Timberland Investments
Today and Tomorrow
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5)

harvest volumes to specific market circumstances. However, if the initial valuation and acquisition value are overstated, it is unlikely that the manager
will be able to make up for this mistake. Further, many of these valueadded activities need time to be realized. An obvious example for foresters
is the fact that many silvicultural
investments may require 15 or more
years to be realized. This led to situations where investment returns were in
some cases boosted by avoiding silvicultural costs. When the timberland
was subsequently sold, the buyer chose
to ignore the impact of these deferred
costs. We would argue that this may be
less of an issue today than in the past
during overheated timberland markets.
Today’s market for timberland in
the Pacific Northwest, where we operate, also reflects some of the lessons
learned from the GFC. For example,
we do not customarily see appraisers

or timberland buyers using log price
forecasts that assume real log price
appreciation into perpetuity. We do,
however, see some speculation on
future land conservation or other land
value appreciation, which was certainly a factor in some of the problems
investors encountered post GFC. To be
fair, some of this is likely a reflection of
investor interest in diversifying their
timberland portfolio into the Pacific
Northwest at a time when there were
very few properties offered for sale. As
a result, there has been intense competition for the few properties available for sale in the region.
Our experience indicates that
investors that continue to participate in
the timberland asset class tend to have
more realistic return expectations than
prior to the GFC. They have learned the
importance of a long-term investment
and generally view a 10-year investment horizon as not long enough.

The arrival of evergreen funds
To facilitate longer-term investment
periods, managers are creating vehi-

Variable Probability
Sampling Workshop
March 26-30, 2018

College of Forestry
Corvallis, Oregon
This course is offered as a service to foresters. Two popular methods of timber
cruising will be covered in detail: variable-plot sampling and 3-P sampling.

68 years of forestry education on Variable Probability Sampling.
Registration is limited and early registration is recommended.
More information and to register online:
http://blogs.oregonstate.edu/variableprobability
Questions about registration: 541-737-9300 or conferences@oregonstate.edu
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cles with investment periods of 15
years or longer. Timberland investment managers are also working on
raising capital for “evergreen” investment structures. These structures
often have provisions allowing the
investor to liquidate a portion of their
investment periodically through a
process facilitated by the manager that
does not involve selling the underlying
property, thus the moniker “evergreen.” Investors in these vehicles generally need to rely upon the accuracy
of the timberland appraisal at the time
they seek to exit the investment. These
types of vehicles commonly have very
specific requirements for periodic
third-party appraisals of the underlying timberland portfolio.
While changes to investment vehicles are evolving, we believe a shift
toward investment horizons greater
than 10 years are beneficial for both
the timberland resource and the
foresters who manage these properties,
and will lead to long-term operating
decisions that are truly long term. This
longer-term philosophy should result
in additional focus on the importance
of early silvicultural investments such
as managing stand density and site
preparation. These practices maximize
the value of the timberland investment
by managing stand diameter sizes at
harvest to match market expectations,
and by reducing rotation ages to
ensure the most efficient use of the
underlying land.
For those of us who work in this
industry, this is good news. By producing competitive returns from timberlands over the long-term, we maintain
a healthy amount of capital for investing in this space and in the continued
viability of this important community
resource. None of us want to be
responsible for forests that are underutilized with a focus on short-term
results instead of on long-term value
creation. It is encouraging that institutional investors are now recognizing
the value of longer-term investment
horizons in this asset class. ◆
Kevin Bates is vice president,
Timberland Investments, Olympic
Resource Management, in Poulsbo,
Wash. He can be reached at 360-3940518 or kbates@orminc.com.

Policy Scoreboard
Editor’s Note: To keep SAF members
informed of state society policy activities,
Policy Scoreboard is a regular feature in the
Western Forester. The intent is to provide a
brief explanation of the policy activity—you
are encouraged to follow up with the listed
contact person for detailed information.

OSAF Reviews Pesticides
Position Statement. OSAF’s position
statement, “Using Pesticides on Forest
Lands,” expired in early December and is
being reviewed for potential changes
and updated discussion points and supporting references. The use of pesticides
on forestlands remains a very important
issue that continues to stir public controversy and concern, particularly aerial
spraying. For example, although its legality remains in question, a ballot initiative
that bans aerial spraying was narrowly
approved this past spring by voters in
Lincoln County, Ore. Among the changes
being considered for the OSAF position
is a new title and focus on herbicides, as
well as more discussion and references
on environmental effects. All OSAF
members are invited to review the existing statement (www.oregon.forestry.org/
oregon) and pass along comments to
your chapter officers or the Policy
Committee. Contact: Paul Adams, OSAF
Policy chair, adamspaulw@gmail.com.

agement to improve forest health and
resiliency. S 1842 is supported by a
bipartisan group of cosponsors and
Wyden has also joined similar groups for
other recent bills, including S 1932 and
S 1991, that deal with wildfire issues and
forest management. The text and status
of these and other federal bills related to
forestlands and their management can
be found at www.congress.gov/ by entering the bill number, title, or key word
(forest, wildfire, etc.) in the search box.
Contact: Paul Adams, OSAF Policy chair,
adamspaulw@gmail.com.
Venture to the Other Washington.
October 4 was Hill Day for the American
Forest Foundation (AFF). Washington
State SAF members (and Tree Farm
inspectors) Harry Bell and Jenny Knoth
accompanied Washington Tree Farm
Program Chair Tammie Perreault to the
Other Washington. The team met with
their Congressional delegation about
issues impacting landowners and timberland managers. Positive highlights from
this fly-in are: 1) More of our Congression-

al delegation understands and knows our
issues than ever before; 2) Not only do
they understand our issues, but many are
champions for us—personal meetings
with Congressmen Kilmer and Newhouse
and Congresswoman DelBene were indepth and detailed two-way conversations about the challenges forestry faces
and they want to help; 3) Our Senators
make a difference. The seniority of
Senator Murray and the position of
Senator Cantwell as the ranking democrat
on Energy and Natural Resources ensures
forestry issues are brought forward at the
highest levels. Additionally, Senator
Cantwell has a forester on her staff who
helps develop legislation; 4) We, forestry
professionals, are our own best advocates.
While the leadership and staff of SAF and
AFF provide the opportunity to be heard
and the data to support positive forest
policy—it is YOU, the SAF member, that
makes the magic happen with your
involvement. Contact: Jenny Knoth,
WSSAF Forest Science and Technology
chair, jenny@greencrow.com. ◆

Oregon Legislators Sponsor
Wildfire Bills. As one of the worst fire
seasons in recent years wound down in
Oregon, Rep. Greg Walden and Sen. Ron
Wyden introduced bills on Capitol Hill
that would deal with different aspects of
wildfire issues. Walden’s “Scenic
Columbia Gorge Restoration Act” (HR
3715) would expedite recovery activities
in National Scenic Areas after wildfire or
other catastrophic events with streamlined planning, environmental reviews,
and ESA consultation, as well as by prohibiting restraining orders and injunctions. Applicable recovery activities
include salvage and reforestation.
Wyden’s “Wildfire Disaster Funding Act”
(S 1842) would fund federal wildland
firefighting costs as natural disasters
rather than the current approach that
impacts agency budgets for active manWESTERN FORESTER ◆ NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2017 15
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